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Android graphics apk

All the best free apps you want on your Android SHAREit - an essential app to transfer connection &amp; transfer files quickly and easily, transfer files to share applications, update android alternative markets and update hacks of this online battle game to get your feet in your favorite video games, Make design and
video editing surprisingly easy (and fun)!  Even if you're not a design expert, create amazing logos, posters, photo layouts, and more for Instagram! Logo Maker, YouTube Intro Maker, Poster Maker, Book Creator &amp; Mood Board Creator. Design your Instagram highlight covers, Insta Stories and crop posts and
create logos and banners for social networks. You can also create birthday invitations and wedding invitations. Stay with our logo creators and logo designers and brands for your business cards, posters and Instagram posts. Available on your phone &amp; computer to jump back to your design anytime, anywhere. How
to use Canva1 Start from scratch or ready-to-use design Create a design with our blank canvas or use one of our 60,000 FREE templates created by professional designers that saves time and includes logos &amp; videos. No tutorials or hand-drawn designs are required. Use our logo designer &amp; logo maker, poster
and video editor tools for your masterpiece. Use perfect images to upload photos and videos from your device gallery or choose from a library of premium photos &amp; illustrations to make the perfect logo, poster &amp; video. 3. Edit &amp; add text to photos free graphic design, photos, full editor - easily edit your logo
design and add quotes and multiple texts to any photo or graphic. Change font (500+ options!), size, color, spacing, &amp; position.4.Edit images like pro, apply photo filters, change brightness, add vignettes, add logos, use the image editor more freely. Show it off to the world Show off your shared design directly on
Instagram, WhatsApp or email or simply save it to your device. Use Canva for social media • Create memorable Instaquotes with Instagram Highlights Cover, Instagram Highlight Icon Maker &amp; Instagram Story Maker • Create Facebook Posts &amp; Facebook Covers • Design Pinterest Mood Board Maker, Create
Twitter banners, YouTube thumbnails, YouTube intro makers, Reddit meme creators• cards, ebite, photo collages, use Canva as photo maker, poster creator, logo creator, book cover, blog design for any project • Evites for any event: Birthday Card Maker, Wedding Invitation Maker, evite Creator • Simple, free image
editing app. Video Collage Maker and Thumbnail Maker • Photo Collage Maker, Flyer Maker, Wallpaper Maker, Banner Maker • Design motivated quotes for any occasion. Humorous meme creator, fun photo collage maker • Photo editor for stunning Instagram story templates • Free Instagram videos and movie maker
editor.Video Templates • Party Invitation Maker, School Poster Maker, Video Banner Maker • For Business: Logo Editor, Brochure, Resume, Presentation, Promotional Poster Maker create search to quickly find templates. Enter birthday card, baby photo collage, sale flyer, quote maker, save date card, save date card,
insta-story, music poster maker, thumbnail maker, beauty social media post, wallpaper maker, etc. Create collaborative free teams in Canva and easily share and edit designs with friends and colleagues. Cooperate with presentations, business cards, brochures and other design needs. Upgrade to Canva Pro to set your
brand color and upload your brand font. Canva will show you GoodUse Canva as an invitation creator, poster creator, logo maker, online invitation maker and business card maker. Add a video to your next Instagram Story to bring it to life!---Canva: photo editor, video collage maker, Youtube intro maker feedback?



READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE: Add images from the photo gallery. Camera/WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE: Take photos with app &amp; store designs in your gallery. Google is working to increase racial equity in the black community. See how. This guide explains how to reduce the size of your game. During
installation, small games require less time to download and less data. Both of these lead to higher installation conversions. According to Google research, a 6 MB increase in APK size resulted in a 1% drop in installation rates. Many developers move assets from the APK to the Content Delivery Network (CDN), but both
cdn hosting and asset management systems are expensive to develop and maintain. To reduce the size of your game, follow these steps: Consider the following delivery methods that use optimized delivery methods, such as Android app bundles and Play asset delivery: App bundles provide an APK that is optimized for
each user's device configuration. App bundles reduce app size by an average of 20 percent. If you provide game assets via Google Play and exceed the download size limit of 150 MB for app bundles up to multiple GB, use Play Asset Delivery (PAD). No external CDN is required. PAD supports three different delivery
methods, each of which can be used in one game: during installation: downloading assets during installation. Assets are packaged in asset packs and replace opaque binary blob (OBB) files. Fast follow: Download assets after installation. On demand: If necessary, the game starts downloading assets. On a PAD, the
game must be packaged using the app bundle format. PAD can also reduce the amount of data used by the developer's CDN (if still needed). Google Play uses android app bundles to generate and deliver APKs that are optimized for each user's device configuration. The optimized APK contains one set of texture
assets.You can use the compression format that best for your device. Configure app bundles to support a variety of texture compression formats to support the widest range of devices. Determine the baseline size of the game and understand its structure To familiarly get used to the game, determine how much work is
required for a particular optimization, and decide whether the game will download additional assets, follow these steps: Record the size of the binary file on the game's Play Store page if it is provided by the developer or if the game is public. For APK size, the most important factor is the amount of data that the user
needs to download to run the actual game. Install the game on your device and run it in the first game menu. At this point, check the installation size of the game reported on Android (Storage Settings &gt;). Some games have a smaller initial installation size because it is the key number to optimize, but they download
additional data after installation. Some games download multiple gigabytes of data after installation. Some games only download data after you start playing. For a typical user playing a game for the first time, you need to play a little game to see how much data the game downloads. Find assets and other files that can
be reduced in size This section describes how to reduce the size of files in the APK. You can use application bundle explorer to download device-specific APKs. Note: For games built in Unity, ignore this section. Unity packages the games in the engine, and most of the game's assets are put into a single binary file in
asset/bin/data/data.unity3d. To reduce the size of files packaged directly into the APK, do the following: In Android Studio, select File &gt; Profile or Debug APK, and then select THE APK. Select the Assets folder. For each file, it lists the percentage of the raw file size and download size as a total. Check the Assets folder
to see where most of the game's data is located. Determine if you have assets that take up excess capacity (i.e., more than 1% of the total). In particular, look for large images and video files (PNG, JPEG, MP4 files, etc.): these files are usually used on splash screens, backgrounds and logos. These files are rarely used
in most games and can be further compressed without affecting the user experience. Lossless PNG files are particularly large and a good candidate for compression. Large font files (such as TTF files): Adding emoji support can significantly increase the size of font files. If the font file is more than a few hundred KB,
consider reducing the size. Duplicates the audio file format or version that can be combined. If the APK contains multiple application binary interfaces (AIS), the app bundle or buildApk. Determines the size of a binary shared object (.so) file. Use the Bloaty McBloatface tool to examine binary files to see if there are any
log files or other things that you don't need to include. For more information about how to optimize binary files, see compilation flags and options. Check the graphics formats supported by the Android manifest file. &lt;supports-gl-texture&gt;Check if the APK has more than one tag. If your game supports multiple GPU
formats on a single APK, consider using binomial basis universal. This GPU texture compression system can create texture files in intermediate format and quickly transcode them to the GPU. Examine graphic textures to identify optimization opportunities This section describes the tools and methods you need to
determine whether you can optimize the graphics textures used in your game. To inspect in-game textures, use the Snapdragon Profiler only on the Android GPU Inspector (AGI), RenderDoc, or Qualcomm Snapdragon GPU. Look for the following: Textures that can be resized to a smaller resolution, such as large
textures that are rendered only at smaller sizes in the game. Downsampling textures are computationally expensive. Use multiple small textures that can be combined into a single texture map. A texture that can reduce the number of bits available in a color channel. A good candidate is a texture with some solid textures.
Gradients and color shading are not good candidates because they require a bit of resolution. Look for better texture compression algorithms, from ETC1 to ETC2 and ASTC. To save memory, discard the top mipmap level when loading textures into the lower-end device. Unity's texture streaming system can do this. If it
is not already supported, check the graphics formats supported by the Android manifest file. &lt;supports-gl-texture&gt;Check if the APK has more than one tag. If your game supports multiple GPU formats on a single APK, consider using binomial basis universal. This GPU texture compression system can create texture
files in intermediate format and quickly transcode them to the GPU. General asset recommendations Follow the APK asset recommendations: Image, audio, and video assets (not GPU textures): Determine whether the asset can be resized or compressed further. Games typically have a higher compression ratio.
Lossless PNG files are particularly large and are a good candidate for compression. Image assets (not GPU textures): Consider using WEBP, an image compression format that is compatible with both lossy and lossy compression. Rossy WEPP compresses between 25% and 34% more images than JPG. Reduce
texture resolution: Textures that are much larger than the number of pixels that are ultimately rendered to the screen are inefficient use of space and GPU resources. Use AGI to change the texture and see what it looks like in the frame without ing to rebuild the game. Change graphics'&lt;/supports-gl-texture&gt;
&lt;/supports-gl-texture&gt;Format: Use a texture format with fewer bits per channel. For example, use a 16-bit texture format, such as RGB565, instead of a 32-bit texture format such as ARGB. For more information, see: The content and code samples on this page are based on the licenses listed in the content license.
Java is a registered trademark of Oracle and its affiliates. Last Updated 2020-09-21 UTC. Utc.
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